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Abstract 
In her book, On Violence, Hannah Arendt addresses the events she was wit-
ness to in the 1960s. Arendt presents theories on violence through a historical 
context and explores the links between power, war, politics and violence. She 
informs the reader that power and violence are not the same; where one is 
absolute, the other cannot exist. Our research aim was to demonstrate how 
prescient her views were regarding the prognostication of the political animus 
that has occurred in America, especially through the evolution of technology. 
Our method in the the evaluation of this discourse was a line by line exami-
nation of the text of On Violence and assessing this evaluation against how 
the increasing attacks utilizing social platforms and cyber capabilities by U.S. 
competitors (foreign or domestic) are resulting in political vulnerability of the 
U.S. and the generally defined Western world. The public health security of 
American democracy is at risk through an inability, as individuals, to proper-
ly evaluate information, propaganda, misinformation, and disinformation 
from bad actors at home and abroad. Here we develop a perspective in which 
the political animus that started in the late 1960s becomes the foundation for 
our competitors’ development of sophisticated methods of cyber subversion, 
and effective use of asymmetric conflict through manipulation of our own so-
cial media platforms in order to divide Americans and subvert effective gov-
ernment. 
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1. Introduction 

We worry about jobs, the economy, politics, and our health, but do we ade-
quately ponder violence, and how it affects our lives, or at least how its punc-
tuated incidence wedges itself into our affairs? When referring to violence, we 
should go beyond the mugging that occurs around the corner or the school 
yard brawl or the fisticuffs at the local bar in the early hours of the morning. 
Instead, one must expand the definitional horizons to include the use of vi-
olence by groups that do not like what “we” think, and the use of violence by 
those that think like “us” and its use against “them.” We are living in a time 
where there exists a great divide between many Americans, and the potential 
threat of violence by Americans towards Americans should be of great concern 
to all of us. These concerns are not new, especially when placed in the context 
of Hannah Arendt’s nearly half-century old book, On Violence (Arendt, 
1970a). Arendt wrote this important literary contribution in the midst of the 
Vietnam War, the United States (U.S.) student riots, and escalating racial ten-
sions of the late-mid 20th century. Her insights seem especially relevant and ap-
plicable to America’s current state of affairs. Hannah Arendt was one of the 
great philosophers of the 20th century (Williams, 2005). She spoke truth to pow-
er and raised many unpopular social questions and positions, and was concerned 
about the thoughtless embrace of science (Arendt & Baehr, 2003; Fine, 2000, 
Berkowitz, 2019). 

The 20th century was a century of wars and violent revolutions, and the 21st 
century has not been off to a good start either, with major conflicts in Ukraine, 
Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria. Violence is separate from power, force, authority 
and strength (Arendt, 1970a; Veck, 2015). Violence needs implements, i.e., 
weapons, bombs, broadly understood to be methods of death and destruction. 
Thankfully, the ultimate implement of violence, the nuclear bomb, has been 
held at bay because of the understanding of mutually assured destruction 
(Paul, 2009). Yet this “perfection” of the ultimate means of violence has led to 
public health security risks for society at large because of the emergence of 
other methods of attack such as the rise of cyber subversion and asymmetric 
warfare (also known as hybrid warfare), the two prongs of occasionally effective 
attacks on modern Western society that altogether avoids the methods of mass 
destruction. 

Here are several important definitions provided by Arendt for this discourse 
(Arendt, 1970b):  
• Power means to act in consort, but at a group level, and not at an individual 

level. Power stays in existence as long as the group remains together, but can 
be undone by violence. Power always stands in need of numbers, whereas vi-
olence, up to a point, can manage without them because it relies on imple-
ments.  

• Strength is a property specific to an individual entity or a singular person. It 
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is inherent in a thing or a being. “It belongs to its character, and may have a 
relation to other things, or persons, but it is independent of them (Arendt, 
1970b).” Within the above contexts, it is in the nature of a group and its 
power to turn against independence, the fundamental property of individual 
strength.  

• Force should be reserved for use to indicate the energy released by physical 
or social movements; it is not actually a synonym for violence.  

• Authority is an elusive concept, and according to Arendt, “It can be invested 
in persons. It is the hallmark of unquestioning recognition by those who are 
asked to obey; neither coercion nor persuasion is needed (Arendt, 1970b).” 
The greatest enemy of authority is contempt.  

• And finally, Violence can be identified by its use of instruments. The imple-
ments of violence are designed for the purpose of multiplying strength, until 
at the last stage of development they substitute for it. 

Herein we present a discourse regarding how the increasing cyber capabili-
ties of our competitors (foreign or domestic) may lead to political vulnerability 
of the U.S. and the generally defined Western world. We will also discuss the 
important aspects inherent to the above considerations, asymmetric conflict 
and public health security. The authors will attempt to present this discourse 
through Hannah Arendt’s foresight, as presented in her 1960s and 1970s writ-
ings (Arendt & Kohn, 2006; Macauley, 1996; Moyn, 2008; Papadimos, 2009), in 
regard to current political matters and social trends. 

2. Social Platforms and Cyber Subversion 

The enormous growth of productivity in the modern world was not accom-
plished by an increase in worker productivity, but almost exclusively to the de-
velopment of technology, such as computers, artificial intelligence, and the In-
ternet, and this productivity depended on neither the working class, nor the 
middle and upper-class bourgeoisie, but rather on scientists (Arendt, 1970c; 
Brynjolfsson & Yang, 1996; Shujahat et al., 2019; Stawicki et al., 2018). The 
scientists, or at least the business men of science, have emerged as the “new in-
tellectuals,” and at the same time the emergence of new technologies has empo-
wered the “traditional intellectuals” toward testing new boundaries (Arendt, 
1970c; Kellner, 1997a, 1997b). Starting in the late 1960s, scientists ceased being 
a marginal part of society, and as Arendt brilliantly predicted, they would be-
come the new elite. In 1960s these new elites were quite limited in their actions 
and vision, and less bound by clearly identifiable interests. They had no drive to 
organize and they lacked expertise in political matters. However, over the past 50 
years their journey has been focused, evolutionary, and revolutionary (Corley, 
Kim, & Scheufele, 2016; Kateb, 2017; Miller & Adams, 2015; Mulkay, 1976; 
Zucker & Darby, 1996). These “new intellectuals,” through practical applica-
tions of science, technology, and the businesses they birthed, have become the 
revolutionary class, i.e., Bezos, Buterin, Gates, Jobs, Musk, Zuckerberg, etc. 
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(Andrews & Wood, 2013; Borins & Herst, 2018). Over recent decades such in-
tellectual, revolutionary minds have organized themselves (and their companies) 
into financial and social behemoths. And while back in the 1960s such people 
may have not had the experience in matters pertaining to power, that has all 
changed in the more recent past.  

All of this scientific and intellectual intensity and energy has led to the crea-
tion of social platforms for communication among members of society, as well 
as organizations, and in doing so, has also created the opportunities for cyber 
subversion of these platforms. The digital age has forever changed how coun-
tries, organizations, and individuals conduct political warfare, prompting a 
reassessment of security priorities in democratic nations (Paterson & Hanley, 
2020). The utilization of cyberspace by state and non-state actors to subvert 
elections, encourage violence, and challenge the sovereignty, values, and the 
legitimacy of nations may result in both unpredictable and destabilizing con-
sequences.  

A social platform can be defined as a web-based technology that allows so-
cial media to be developed, managed, and the information presented to the 
platform users (such as Facebook or Instagram) (Techopedia, 2017). These 
platforms have user and technology-specific attributes, and allow communities 
to share content, add friends/other users, and set privacy controls, etc. Cyber 
subversion during the digital age has changed the manner in which nations 
can conduct political warfare by using and invading/subverting social plat-
forms that the citizenry and organizations increasingly rely upon. This has led 
to the necessary fact that governments must address their security priorities 
continuously. Cyberattacks come in six forms: denial of service, pillage, sub-
version, masquerade, forgery, and disclosure (Smith, 2018). For purposes of 
this discourse we will consider all six of these forms of cyberattacks as cyber 
subversion. Each can be defined as follows. Denial of service involves tempo-
rary denial of the use of a computer or server through attacking data or a par-
ticular site with an abundance or overflow of traffic, as well as the use of ran-
somware. Pillage involves physically attacking the device/server; this could be 
considered more of a traditional sabotage event as opposed to a cyberattack. 
Subversion is usually represented by malware (software attack); this is not a 
physical attack (as in Pillage above). Masquerade is a manner of allowing at-
tacks by making the attacker look like a legitmate actor thereby gaining access 
to software or the integrity of the computer or server. Forgery permits message 
modification or creation so that the receiver interprets the message as genuine. 
Discosures are confidentiality breakdowns. These threats will persist and 
evolve in the near and intermediate time fram as cyber protective measures are 
implemented. 

In regard to the future ascent of technology and the transformational minds 
of this new scientific elite, Arendt indicated in 1969 that while she had every 
hope this new and revolutionary societal class could do much good for man-
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kind; however, she feared that their potential power could actualy become a 
detriment to society in general (Arendt, 1970c). Computers, the Internet, so-
cial media, online retailing, evolving smartphones, and new television net-
work/streaming service giants have come into being (Brandt, 2011; Pavlik & 
McIntosh, 2004; Stawicki et al., 2018; Watkins, Hjorth, & Koskinen, 2012; 
Young & Jude, 2004). Although these constructs and implementations of 
modern science and technology can do great things for societies, they also have 
become a cyber-nightmare for individuals, institutions, and governments (Al-
terman, 2011; Eltantawy & Wiest, 2011). Unbeknownst to the brightest engi-
neers, programmers, and politicians alike, the Internet revolution created the 
subtlest, yet extremely effective approach to the West’s, and more specifically, 
America’s underbelly. For what resulted was the “electronic door” to the minds 
of free men and women, many of whom have economic, social, political, racial, 
and gender biases regarding how well the great ship America is sailing, or how 
it should sail, or if it should sail at all. When that portable device’s “electronic 
door” beeps, rings, or vibrates citizens let the information in, spending little 
time validating the messenger or the message (Metzger, Flanagin, & Medders, 
2010; Wu, Huberman, Adamic, & Tyler, 2004). Perhaps equally concerning, 
people tend to search and are fully enabled to do so without any filters for the 
most agreeable explanation for their discomfort or the identification of an 
easy scapegoat (Beck, Pahlke, & Seebach, 2014; Bryner & Managing, 2010; 
Cross, Rice, & Parker, 2001; Gerber, Hui, & Kuo, 2012; Kasch, 2013; Hur & 
Gupta, 2013; Wiederhold, 2013). Worse yet, as increasingly drone-like, “so-
cially programmable beings” immerse themselves in “sterile communica-
tions,” human empathy may be slowly becoming “a thing of the past (Bryner 
& Managing, 2010; Hourcade & Nathan, 2013; Sakamoto et al., 2014; Wieder-
hold, 2013).” 

The Internet plutocracy has made available platforms that provide informa-
tion to the masses that has been at times relatively unverifiable, spurious, and 
easily altered. This open gateway to the minds of a divided nation is fertile 
ground for disinformation by competitors (Norden & Vandewalker, 2017; 
Stelzenmüller, 2017; Svetoka, 2016). What makes humans political beings is 
their faculty of action. In so doing they can band together and complete enter-
prises that cannot be accomplished individually thereby embarking on and 
completing projects that they could only dream of as individuals (Arendt, 
1970c). 

However, this “action” can be constructive or destructive, and there is a lot 
of “in between” as one man’s good may be another man’s evil. It is of note that 
violence and power are not naturally occurring in the animal kingdom; this is 
confined to the political sphere of humans and inherent to the intelligence 
with which humans are gifted (Arendt, 1970b). Arendt further advocates that 
neither reason nor consciousness separates man from animals, but the use of 
language. As such, deliberate and strategic use of language combined with the 
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availability of the Internet as a platform, are bound to make a significant im-
pact on society (Nguyen et al., 2017; Papacharissi, 2002; Pérez, 2016; Pérez & 
Tavits, 2017). This is particularly concerning because U.S. power and informa-
tion structures/infrastructures are becoming more centralized, and disinfor-
mation and the resulting fear and potential insecurity can cause further at-
tempts at concentrating power, and in so doing the Federal government’s au-
thority may become exaggerated and even more centralized from a purely 
reactionary perspective. This, in turn, may overwhelm the power vested in in-
dividual States and create an immensely influential executive branch in a con-
tinuous feedback cycle. The end product could be the erosion of the power of 
Congress and the “people”. Additionally, the larger a country becomes in 
terms of population and wealth and territory, greater is the need for a central 
administration and with that comes the anonymous power of administrators 
(Arendt, 1970c). 

As the central government grows ever stronger, different segments of the 
country will view this as an offense. Yes, the central government should protect 
the rights of minorities and endorse diversity, but every decrease, or perceived 
decrease, in an individual’s or group’s power or rights, or that of an individual 
region of the country, will contribute to an ever increasing political/social rent in 
the well-established fabric of society. As we centralize, we grow our bureaucra-
cies. In a matured anonymous centralized bureaucracy who will there be to ar-
gue with, to whom can you complain (Arendt, 1970c)? Will we have “a tyranny 
without a tyrant (Arendt, 1970c)?” 

The point here is that the Internet is, and will continue to be, a format for in-
vectives. It will continue to be a source of truth, half-truths, and non-truths. It 
will be a space of appearance where the fool, the villain, and the saint will 
present their arguments to their particular audiences with either absent or de-
layed verification of facts (Hermida, 2012; Stawicki et al., 2018). Those who seek 
to do this country (or any other country) ill, and those in this country who wish 
to do their brother and sister citizens ill, will largely be free to continue to act 
freely and potentially undermine the health of the country, the body politic, and 
the truth. 

There are no absolute answers for combating the cyber subversion of Ameri-
ca, its inhabitants, or its allies; done by others, or done by us to each other. This 
problem was prophetically postulated by Arendt 50 years ago and we failed to 
appreciate its potential to result in destructive political animus and any asso-
ciated consequences. This threat and intrusion into our lives and our psyche 
puts us in harm’s way, both physically and psychologically. 

These cyber intrusions have lessened our power as a nation because we no 
longer can, or are less likely, to act in consort. Additionally, as citizens we have 
been weakened (through manufactured divisions) in our capability to act in 
counterbalance to our central government (peaceably) when it seeks to impose 
its will on some of us (at any particular time) or all of us (in punctuated fa-
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shion) (Dorsey & Díaz-Barriga, 2015; Habermas, 2018; Locke, 1947). Power 
always stands in need of numbers. The enmity fomented on the Internet by 
various competitors mitigates our power, our strength, and the legitimate au-
thority of our institutions of government (Barnes, 2018; Cohen, 2006; Hoey, 
2007). The individual entity of strength is a historical, traditional element of the 
American character. It is the nature of our competitors to produce a message 
that acts against our independence in order to harm our individual strength. 
Force is not violence, but seems to have been unleashed and increasingly mani-
pulated as social movements of the “American Right” and the “American Left” 
(Barber, 2016; Mason, 2018; Poole & Rosenthal, 1984). These political forces 
are being harnessed by our competitors to weaken us. Authority is always elu-
sive, but the contempt engendered by Americans of diverse backgrounds 
against one another and the Federal government through cyber subversion is 
extremely destructive and seductive at the same time. Our competitors wish 
this contempt to be not only against one another, but also for our elected offi-
cials and institutions. The organizations and governments using Internet plat-
forms against the American people and government are hoping that their 
messages will cause some to resort to using implements of violence against 
each other. This, in turn, will further empower the malignant agents who in-
stigate negative emotions, behaviors and social movements in the first place. 
Here, the awareness of the processes involved, and the education regarding 
human response(s) will be critical to minimizing harm. This vulnerability to 
our physical and psychological well-being allows our competitors to sew dis-
cord among us through an electronic vector that modulates both the perceived 
“truth” and one’s emotional state (Bay, 2018; Singer & Brooking, 2018). Fur-
thermore, cyber intrusions into our lives in order to distribute falsehoods may 
lead to hesitation in both our actions and reactions, thereby augmenting the ad-
vantages of hostiles in their use of asymmetric conflict against America and the 
West on the world stage. 

3. Asymmetric Conflicts 

The definition of asymmetric conflict, according to the Merriam-Webster dic-
tionary is, “warfare that is between opposing forces which differ greatly in mili-
tary power and that typically involves the use of unconventional weapons and 
tactics (such as those associated with guerilla warfare and terrorist attacks) 
(Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2019).” However, there are two perspectives to 
this definition. First, is the example of a small paramilitary force causing disrup-
tion, damage, death and fear among citizenry in the areas of direct control as 
well as indirectly abroad (Bussolati, 2015). This is usually through violence, and 
sometimes malignant actors can use cyber platforms for recruitment, propagan-
da, and actual electronic damage to infrastructure (Bussolati, 2015; Weimann, 
2016; Zeitzoff, 2017). A second perspective of asymmetric conflict may also ap-
ply; if two (or more) great powers oppose each other, they may wish to confront 
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each other in the cyber world thereby attempting to degrade one another with-
out overt warfare. In a way, this may be considered a form of “indirect aggres-
sion.” As a result, they achieve their aims politically and economically without 
bloodshed, or at least limiting any lethal confrontations (Bussolati, 2015; King et 
al., 2018). For example, Country A may have a more powerful Navy than Coun-
try B, and Country B may have a more developed army than Country A. How-
ever, Country B may worry about the Navy of Country A because of its ability to 
project might through their fleet. Therefore, Country B may use cyber platforms 
to degrade Country A’s military capabilities to project naval power by fomenting 
political unrest, dissent, and confusion through disinformation at home or 
among allies (the assumption is that no nation state at this time wishes to use a 
nuclear option, although it may be an implied threat). This asymmetric ap-
proach has been utilized by a number of countries/organizations (Hickman et 
al., 2018).  

In a way, the above approach will likely become the way of 21st century con-
flict and intimidation (Banasik, 2016; Chen & Dinerman, 2018; Erol, 2015). Of 
concern is the fact that asymmetric conflict obscures the differences “between 
civilians and combatants and demands and permits all activities deemed neces-
sary to achieve success (Hickman et al., 2018).” This method of warfare is used 
by actors who do not believe in, or abide by established rule-based international 
systems and conventions (Hickman et al., 2018). Asymmetric conflict will use 
the hybrid approach in order to present numerous and integrated threats in tar-
geting an opponent’s identified vulnerabilities over an extended time frame, 
which includes movement of conventional forces, nuclear weapon threats, ener-
gy and economic intimidation, disinformation, propaganda, cyber disruption 
and destabilization (Bachmann, Gunneriusson, Hickman, Weissman, & Nils-
son, 2018). This method of warfare will use intermittent increases in intensity 
and synchronization through the implementation of military, political, econom-
ic, cyber, and information approaches or threats (Hickman et al., 2018, Bach-
man et al., 2018). So, what type of nation-state, or presumed/self-proclaimed 
entity, would use this particular approach? It is highly likely that such entities 
have certain elements in their strategic culture that reinforce this pattern of be-
havior (Hickman et al., 2018):  
• They think they are a Great Power or force (political or religious, or eco-

nomic, or scientific, or all of the above). 
• They probably assert a Clausewitzian approach (Carl Phillip Gottfried von 

Clausewitz was a military theoretician, scholar, and General Officer in Prus-
sia in the 19th century) to warfare and believe in the utility of force. 

• They believe they are permanently in conflict, and  
• They believe they are technically inferior in some fashion, and therefore will 

sharpen their asymmetric/hybrid conflict approach to others they perceive as 
foes or competitors (Hickman et al., 2018). Of importance, all such countries 
or entities institute the same strategic culture. In either case, several military 
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theoreticians espouse the perspective that, “we are in an era of post-modern 
warfare, where war is only if both sides say so,” thereby reducing whether 
two opponents are “at war” to a matter of opinion (Hickman et al., 2018). 
This attitude is a source of political protection for parties and for individual 
politicians, as well as a country in general. 

So why is America so vulnerable to asymmetric conflict at this time? It is a 
multifactorial argument, but a large part in this complex equation is determined 
by our political evolution over the past 50 years. What follows is a short back-
ground regarding Arendt’s reflection on this matter as to why opportunities for 
asymmetric conflict against America may have been able to take root.  

In brief, Arendt points out that a country that has grown in size and pos-
sessions needs to establish control through a central administration (Arendt, 
1970c). Yet this centralization of power can lead to conflict among the posi-
tions of various citizen factions, as well as between those factions and the 
central government. In a way, a “balkanization” of the American electorate 
has occurred (Bobic, 2019; Cassese, 2019). This breach or “gap of disagree-
ment,” along with an inability to compromise, has invited an opportunity to 
make electronic, digital, and written manipulation an effective tool of disrup-
tion to the American political landscape. Arendt astutely pointed out the dis-
advantage of becoming a large country indicating that “bigness” has vulnera-
bilities in the ability to project and continues power in all but the smallest 
countries. Strength and resiliency can be destroyed in an insidious manner, 
and no one can establish at which point the system will break. This is a slow 
and subtle process that can be overlooked (Arendt, 1970c). And Arendt 
warned Western nations in 1969 of the rise of a new brand of nationalism, 
which many thought would usually assume would be to the “Right,” but more 
probably is an indication of a burgeoning international resentment against 
“bigness” (Arendt, 1970c). Usually, ethnic groups in a nation would unite for 
the greater good, but in the 1960’s a new “ethnic nationalism” began to come 
about which threatened the oldest and most established nations (Arendt, 
1970c). 

These observations of 50 years ago are still valid. More specifically, America 
continues to cede its authentic power through centralization of administration in 
that the Federal government has eroded State powers, and the executive power 
of the presidency has eroded the powers of Congress (Arendt, 1970c). As men-
tioned earlier in this discussion, larger countries accumulate more possessions, 
more objects, and therein is a need for more central administration (Arendt, 
1970c). This growth and administration increasingly by a central authority has 
led to policies that cause disharmony among the electorate (ie, immigration, 
sustainability initiatives). These differences among members of the electorate al-
low, not only opportunities for asymmetric conflict, but for such an approach to 
be effective. 

So, what opportunities exist for asymmetric conflict through cyber subver-
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sion that can affect the security of the public? It is simple, use our own infor-
mation platforms against us. Asymmetric conflict uses the above-mentioned 
hybrid environment. The West has a free flow of information from itself to all 
corners of the world, and while the U.S. may see this flow of information as 
part of freedom and liberty, others view this as part of geopolitics and see the 
West as affecting their political systems and meddling (Hickman et al., 2018). 
Our adversaries, therefore, get access to our platforms and push back. These 
adversaries truly feel that there is “the lack of desire on the part of Western na-
tions to engage in existential conflict due to their unwillingness to sacrifice 
their high standard of living,” and Western countries accept and even facilitate 
their opponents “tactical truths” because the Western countries “choose not to 
call out disinformation as it would hurt their economic rationality (Hickman 
et al., 2018).” 

It is important to note several definitions in regard to the use of language or 
words in this discussion. Propaganda consists of biased or misleading informa-
tion that can be used to affect a population’s perspective or to promote a politi-
cal agenda. Misinformation is wrong information that is passed on without ma-
lice. However, disinformation in wrong, false and intentionally disseminated 
(Hickman et al., 2018). These three aspects of information transmission are uti-
lized during an asymmetric conflict in the fight for the narrative pertaining to 
any particular situation. The problem is further compounded in this era of 
24-hour news cycles and news channel competition, in conjunction with the ad-
vent of powerful social media platforms; and due to the rapidity of information 
flows, journalists are no longer able to confirm and verify facts as they have in 
previous decades thereby making false narratives easier to pass on to a naïve 
public (Cooke, 2017). This goes hand in hand with an interesting phenomenon 
known as “the continued-influence effect of misinformation” where certain citi-
zenry relies on disinformation or misinformation even after it has been retracted 
(Brydges, Gignac, & Ecker, 2018; Seifert, 2002). Such uncorrected deficits are 
rampant, and a threat to Western societies. As Arendt indicated to us, “Words 
can be relied on only if one is sure that their function is to reveal and not to 
conceal (Arendt, 1970c).” 

4. An Offset Strategy 

Compromising our public health security requires a solution, or offset strategy 
(Hicks & Hunter, 2017). An offset strategy is a long-term competitive effort. It 
usually occurs during peacetime. It is an attempt to offset an opponent’s ad-
vantage between wars or to avoid future wars, or to win them at a lesser cost. 
The U.S. has been involved in three offsets, historically. The First Offset oc-
curred in the 1950s when the Soviet Union had an advantage over the U.S. 
geographically in Europe. The U.S. made nuclear weapons smaller and leaned 
on a nuclear advantage overall. The Second Offset occurred in the 1970s and 
1980s when weapons were made super-precise so they would perform more 
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effectively in joint battle networks. This occurred because of smaller integrated 
circuits, advanced information systems, and effective miniature sensor tech-
nologies. Most of the world has now caught up with the U.S. and consequently 
our military is looking into a Third Offset strategy in which the U.S. can work 
asymmetrically to exploit the weakness of others through an intellectual ap-
proach that uses multiple angles of defense and attack (for instance, new wea-
pons technologies that can destroy multiple commercial drones used as lethal 
armament delivery systems).  

Research into advanced technologies is important; we must now put together 
artificial neural networks that enhance human-machine collaboration and ma-
chine learning, and the use of big-data set analyses that can be accessed instan-
taneously. With regard to the battlefield, Western militaries are working on hu-
man-machine combat training and human-assisted operations (wearable elec-
tronics), but in the cyber world we must work hard to ensure our public’s safety 
through an electronic platform offset methodology/technology that allows the 
U.S. and Western allies to create anti-access, area denial (A2/AD) strategies ca-
tered uniquely to that space (A2/AD strategies are being employed across the 
world outside of cyber space, especially by the Chinese in the Western Pacific) 
(Locks, 2015). This type of combat, or competition, may use commercially availa-
ble technologies and well as defense technologies. In the world of the Internet, 
Facebook, WhatsApp, Amazon, etc., we may need to more quickly look for a 
Fourth Offset strategy to protect the public. This Fourth Offset (however it may 
be configured) may be crucial because of the Internet-assisted Balkanization of 
the U.S., and an increased possibility of violence; “The practice of violence, like 
all action, changes the world, but the most probable change is to a more violent 
world (Arendt, 1970c).” Without an appropriate offset strategy, the U.S. public’s 
health will be endangered by cyber platforms. The platforms used against the 
U.S. involve the engendering of hate, race, gender, politics, religion, ethnicity 
and regionalism. The Fourth Offset in the cyber world may require a system of 
cyber education for the common person that is attainable, where facts can be ve-
rified, where emotions can be quelled, and violence averted; in addition to tech-
nological advances.  

This is a difficult proposition. While we can discuss or complain about 
corporate responsibility, political organizations’ responsibilities, and govern-
mental responsibility, in the end it is the personal responsibility of each 
individual citizen to foster an honest and questioning intellectual environ-
ment. Unfortunately, the hype and excitement caused by the circulation of 
malicious, salacious, and disruptive information available at the click of a 
button is hard to combat. While we have many excellent and effective tech-
nologies, we may have to fall back on something the ancient Greeks and Ro-
mans espoused, an education; one that involves self-examination and exami-
nation of the surrounding information environment (cyber or otherwise), 
along with electronic solutions. We need the reestablishment of critical 
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thinking because it is essential to establish “truthiness” in order to combat 
our society’s confrontation with the “production of confusion” in our infor-
mation pursuits (Cooke, 2017). 

This effort will need to occur in several layers, and cannot be accomplished 
overnight. In fact, it may take years. First, this educational effort regarding 
critical thinking will have to start with a reversal of federal, and to some ex-
tent, state government intervention in our school systems. Bell Hooks claimed 
that the innate curiosity of children for learning is smothered because, “the 
world around them becomes a passive process once they begin formal educa-
tion (Hooks, 2010).” Our education system teaches young students to “con-
sume information without question in an effort to educate them for conformi-
ty and obedience (Hooks, 2010).” Our system of state-wide exams ensures that 
education and topics are covered equally throughout the schools and regions, 
and have diminished a teacher’s control of what is taught in the classroom. 
Teachers and students should “take back their right to independent thoughts 
and to reengage with critical thinking (Cooke, 2017).” This may be a hard sell 
to our current systems of central administration and bureaucracies. Nonethe-
less, we have to make our children smart, savvy, and questioning of all mate-
rials presented to them, for this is where the defense against cyber subversion 
starts, with the young. 

And Hannah Arendt would agree that this has become a problem: “Whatever 
the administrative advantages and disadvantages of centralization may be, its 
political result is always the same: monopolization of power caused the drying 
up or oozing away of all authentic power sources in the country (Arendt, 
1970c).” We are not confident, from the critical thinking and educational 
perspectives, that the American “experiment of centralized administration-the 
federal government overpowering state powers and executive power eroding 
congressional powers” has worked as effectively as once perceived (Arendt, 
1970c).  

Second, Nicole Cooke brings up the question of Multiple Literacy Instruction 
(MLI) wherein consumers should learn to make a few easy assessments (Cooke, 
2017), (Table 1). Here we are speaking of a new 21st century type of literacy. The 
type will not allow crops of young minds to be fooled. The tasks in Table 1 

 
Table 1. Important basic assessments of information on Internet sites/social media plat-
forms. 

How recent is the information, or date of information 

Examine Uniform Resource Locator (URL) site 

Style of language, inflammatory, etc. 

Credibility of information 

Website reputation 

Triangulation of information, i.e., locating same information on other websites 

Adopted from NA Cooke. Posttruth, Truthiness, and Alternative Facts, Library Quarterly 2017; 87: 211-21. 
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are not difficult, but learning to evaluate critical information may not be easy 
because of complexity and volume. 

In regard to basic assessments of Internet sites/social media platforms it is of 
paramount importance that the information is recent and reliable. The Internet 
does not have enforceable standards and has many quality problems. The ques-
tion of search engine technology being able to properly assess the enormous 
amount of questionable content and provide the user with correct and usable 
data is critically important. Improved quality algorithms would be useful to 
Internet users, especially when it relates to veracity or excluding disinforma-
tion or misinformation (Knight & Burn, 2005). URL sites should always be 
examined as to their reliablility, credibility and reputation. They are reposito-
ries of information provided by individual people or organizations, and they 
should be evaluated as to trustworthiness and expertise. This is especially im-
portant as related to “credibility, including site design features, cross-media 
comparisons, source attributions and the role of users’ reliance on web-based 
information (Flanagin & Metzger, 2007).” Inflammatory language and style of 
language will always affect a reader and, as such, may present a powerful me-
dium or tool to reach many audiences, thereby fomenting hate, recruiting 
converts, controlling images and narratives (Gerstenfeld, Grant, & Chau-Pu, 
2003). Finally, being able to find the information a reader desires should be veri-
fied through triangulation, i.e., verification on multiple websites (Winjhoven, & 
Brinkhuis M, 2015). Unfortunately, all of the above approaches are far from be-
ing universally effective. 

It is noteworthy that, for the first time in American history, 90% of Americans 
over 25 years of age have attained a high-school or more advanced level of edu-
cation (U.S. Census Bureau); the U.S. population is more educated than ever be-
fore, and this bodes well for our Fourth Offset (Schmidt, 2018). Attainment of 
this educational level within a large population provides an excellent foundation 
to remedy information-based harm.  

MLI is critical in the education of Americans’ ability to intelligently decipher 
cyber information. Its components are: critical information literacy, digital li-
teracy, and meta-literacy (Cooke, 2017). Critical information literacy involves 
not only examining the information provided on a particular website, but also 
who and what shapes that site’s content and structure (Elmborg, 2006; Tisdell, 
2008). Digital literacy is “about the mastery of ideas, not keystrokes (Cooke, 
2017).” Cooke goes on to instruct us that metaliteracy is a holistic approach 
that involves the individual applying context to the information produced and 
then ingested. Cooke explains that, “Meta-literate learners are critically en-
gaged researchers who can contribute to discourse and who can also success-
fully navigate the information landscape that is riddled with fake news, alter-
native facts, biases, and counter knowledge (Cooke, 2017),” which is misin-
formation packaged to look like facts that some subset of people will believe to 
be true (Thompson, 2008). Striving to make each citizen a meta-literate learner 
will be a daunting task. 
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Finally, computer experts, and even friendly hackers will have to apply plug-ins 
to assist in discerning whether sites providing information to a consumer are re-
liable and verifiable (Cooke, 2017). This will require corporate, academic, and 
government participation, generally (unfortunately, a centralized aspect to solv-
ing the problem). 

Hannah Arendt addressed her perception of a change that was in the offing. A 
change that would affect our public health and welfare, physically and emo-
tionally that leads to the social and political dilemmas that threaten us as a na-
tion. The schisms that have occurred in the “American fabric” lead us to a 
vulnerability in regard to cyber subversion and asymmetric (hybrid) conflict 
that has been enabled “bad actors” to work through the Internet and social 
media. However, there are offset strategies that are available for us to pursue: 1) 
through reclamation of the classroom by teachers, and 2) educational efforts and 
programs that are less centrally directed and that involve critical information li-
teracy, digital literacy, and meta-literacy. 

5. Conclusion 

Hannah Arendt’s On Violence gives the reader the instructive perspective that 
social media platforms may be manipulated by malicious players who wish to 
set the citizenry against one another, and that these platforms can be used 
against a society in an asymmetric manner through manipulation of culture, 
population diversity, and other prejudices. In doing so, there may be an in-
creased propensity for violent confrontations. If people, through misinforma-
tion and disinformation perceive that they are losing an ability to govern 
themselves, or that a competitor will govern them, or fear each other because 
one group is assumed to be seeking advantage over another, then we are left 
with the potential for violence. 

The public health security of a democracy may be at risk through the inability 
of citizens to properly evaluate information, propaganda, misinformation, and 
disinformation at home and abroad through our Internet and social media plat-
forms. The prospect of violence in society, because of divisions or perceived di-
visions secondary to inabilities as a society to ferret out the truth from an elec-
tronic onslaught of information, is challenging. While Hannah Arendt had the 
ability and foresight to prospect our future possibilities and pitfalls as a nation, 
she only warned about the problems and consequences. The solutions are ours 
to find.  
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